STANDARD EDITION

DIALED IN!

PAT LAWLOR'S
ORIGIinal CONCEPT GAME

The first machine to feature Bluetooth ® connectivity, a camera, and additional player capabilities through a smartphone.

JERSEY JACK
PINBALL
SPECIFICATIONS

- Standard Size
- Dimensions: Height: 76.0", Back Box Width: 29.0", Cabinet Depth: 52.0", Cabinet Width: 22.25"
- 27" HD LCD featuring full color custom animation and visual integration of game features
- RGB-LED playfield lighting
- Stereo headphone jack with independent user adjustable volume controls
- 5 Speaker 2.1 stereo surround system
- Stainless Steel Body Armor
- Premium clear coated playfield
- Shaker motor

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Original concept game designed by Pat Lawlor
- Original art design by John Youssi
- First-ever pinball machine to feature a Bluetooth® connectivity, a camera, and additional player capabilities through a smartphone
- Special attract mode animation for Standard Edition
- 3-D interactive projected image
- Illuminated cityscape back panel
- Innovative swiveling LCD mount
- Animated robot
- 3 flying drones
- Moving animated target
- Upper playfield ball play
- Hidden trap door
- Low-profile bottom arch with removable instruction card reader brackets
- Multiple shot subway system
- Plunger skill shot feature
- Multiple ball game play
- 3-ball lock multi-ball play
- 5 magnet assemblies that enhance ball movement and game play
- Owner adjustable outlane posts

*Specifications and features subject to change.